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The 31! Slews

Energy...
Governor declares
Ohio energy crisis
COLUMBUS (AP)-Gov. Rhodes late yesterday declared an energy
crisis throughout Ohio after major natural gas shutoffs to industries and
commercial businesses, along with some schools
Citing weather forecasts calling for more subzero temperatures
throughout the state for this weekend, Rhodes said the shortage
threatens -the jobs, education, safety, lives and welfare of the people of
Ohio."
Rhodes ordered the adjutant general to alert all local disaster service
agencies in Ohio that they may be asked for assistance In the crisis
situation.
He also called upon all mayors and city managers to put public
service agencies on a 24-hour alert
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HS EXECUTIVE order also-put the Transportation Department on 14-hour alert to assist In the
movement of supplies, goods and people as necessary;
-requested the U.S. Defense Department to provide air cargo planes
for delivery of fuel oil to areas of special need;
-directed the adjutant general to mobilize all available motor transport to haul fuel oil;
-asked the Federal Power Commission to restore the II per cent
daily reduction from Columbia Gas Transmission Co. which he said
prompted yesterday's gas company curtailments; and
-requested all Ohio gas companies to expedite the movement of all
available gas from industria self-help" gas fields Into the major gas
companies' distribution systems.
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Univ. moves to limit gas usage
Drastic cutbacks in the Univer
slty't natural gas allotment have
caused administrators to decrease
gas usage, induding lowering thermostats and transfering some
George Postich, vice president for
operations, said residence halls and
most classrooms will not be affected
by the cutbacks because only 10 per
cent of the University's heat comes
from gas.
The remainder is
generated by coal
" We are not totally dependent upon
natural gas. However, we do consume a considerable amount and we
want to do everything possible to
reduce our reliance on what gas we
do use," Postich said. Columbia Gas
Co. of Ohio has cut the University's
allocation by 65 per cent overall and
most of the supply is depleted.
POSTICH SAID 40 campus
buildings use natural gas to some

extent, but only a few rely completely upon gas for beat.
According to Postich, some of the
services and activities that will be
affected include—
-Physical education and recreation
classes previously held In the west
side of the stadium and the old Industrial education building adjacent
to the airport will be moved and
reassigned.
-WBGU-TV studio thermostats will
be lowered to 65 degrees.
-Gas usage in the Ice Arena will
be drastically reduced.
Temperatures there have been lowered to
40 degrees in the curling rink and 4550 degrees in the main skating rink.
-Several small living units, including fraternity houses, will be
required to lower temperatures to 65
degrees.
-The home management and guest
houses will be dosed.
-Menus in certain dining halls will

be curtailed because of the discontinuation of use of gas stoves and
grills. Harshman and Founders
cafeterias will be affected the moat,
while McDonald, Commons and
Kreischer cafeterias are all electric
and will not be changed.
-The Strawberry Patch in Harshman cafeteria will be dosed, but
the Mid Am and Amanl Rooms will
remain open.
-All University storage areas will
have only enough heat to prevent
freezing. Some have been doted
completely.
-Union facilities are expected to
remain open as usual, although
baking usually done there will be
done in the University bake shop in
Kohl Hall
-The stadium handball, squash and
paddle tennis courts will still be
available, but participants will be
playing in cold facilities.

POSTICH SAID a factor contributing to the University's "extremely low" natural gas supply was
the heavy demand placed upon the
heating plant tins fall because of the
unusually cold weather.
" We had to supplement our regular
steam heat with gat to meet heating
requirements and this cat into our
fuel allocation," he added.
Clifton P. Boutelle, director of
University News Service, tald that
the University will most likely stay
open because 00 per cent of the
buildings are heated with steam. He
added, however, that Gov. Rhodes
has declared an energy emergency
and has the authority to close
businesses and schools.
A press conference will be held at
10 this rooming in the Alumni Center
to discuss the energy situation and
assess the cutbacks made. Postich
and President Hollis A. Moore Jr.
will be at the conference.

RHODES ISSUED a series of other Instructions aimed at the state's
residential gas users but did not make it dear whether he intended
them as mandatory or voluntary on their part.
The governor, when he issued a state natural gas emegency
declaration last Sunday, called on citizens to cooperate voluntarily In'
the conservation of natural gas.
He said yesterday his request had been" moderately successful" but
did not elaborate.
He said be w«.s " 'ailing again for residential customers to cut temperatures in homes to 65 degrees during the days and to 55 at night

■

IN SCHOOLS that are still open, he asked for the same thermostat
settings. In stores and commercial businesses, Rhodes called for SO
decrees in daytime and 55 at night.
" This crisis is going to bring about a great amount of discomfort to
many Ohioans. It Is going to mean that for at least the nest several
days, there will be widespread temporary unemployment of Ohio men
and women."
The governor's executive order stopped short of some of the mandatory actions which had been recommended to him earlier in the week
by his own energy advisors and members of the energy committees of
the Ohio House and Senate.

New gas limitations
idle schools, industry
f

ESfl&Jxi&L
When Burger King designed their tew faculty, they probably did aet
have la mind what nus driver did. Either "Drive Thru Service" hat
changed in messing, or this driver took the mathematical proverb
toe serionsly-the shortest distance between twe psteal Is a straight
line, not necessarily the route of the driveway. la the left phote, the
barricade at the corner of Hasktas Read aad West Pee Read was net
taken seriously by this motorist. He appears It be ladder than the
two previous drivers.

By The Associated Press
Hundreds of thousands of Ohioans will be Jobless today after fears of
high residential natural gas demands this weekend caused all major gas
utilities to limit moat large industrial users to plant protection levels.
Production at virtually all large gas-burning industries statewide will
be affected. Major gas consumers, including many businesses and
schools in Columbus, Dayton and Cincinnati areas, were also asked to
bum gas at maintenance levels until further notice.
"We're projecting that over a quarter of a million people will be out
of work after the shutdowns take place," said a spokesman for the
state's Energy Emergency Management Committee.

Sorry! High winds, snow

NO RELIEF Is in sight from temperatures expected to dip well below
zero each night through Sunday.
"At this time, we feel that if everyone will cooperate, we will be able
to maintain service throughout the state," said William Chaddock,
spokesman for Columbia Gas of Ohio, the state's largest supplier.
The gas utilities expect residential users to make near peak demands
fror.i gas supplies already at levels normally seen in late February.
"If we are golngto make It, the residential customers-and they have
been cooperating-are going to have to keep their thermostats at 66
degrees," said William Dickhoner, president of Cincinnati Gas *
Electric Co.
State School
Supt.
Martin
W. Essex
yesterday
asked all schools served by four Ohio utilities to close today until
further notice.
The request resulted from a forecast of more severe weather and the
already critically short supply of heating fuel.
Essex said he was complying with requests from Columbia Gas of
Ohio, serving 56 counties; Cincinnati Gas It Electric, which asked 15
schools and all industry to close today and Monday; West Ohio Gas,
which also asked a Friday-Monday dose, and Dayton Power t Light
Columbia and Dayton both asked schools and industries to close
•Vriday and until further notice."

u

ESSEX SAID East Ohio Gas Co., had not requested any closing at of
mid-afternoon yesterday. The company operates in northeast Ohio.
The arctic weather predicted for this weekend requires the
cooperation of everyone," Essex said. "There is no other alternative
than to comply with the requests of major utility companies."
Essex said more than 400 public schools districts around the state had
already advised his office of plans to dose for lack of fuel.
»c are compiling a list of schools," said Ftter "i suspect there are
upwards of 460 by now who have notified as of their closing plans."
THE STATE has 617 schools districts.
At least six schools in five counties have already dosed.
"WE ARE not urging schools to close," said Columbia Gas
spokesman Bill Chaddock. They are classified as commercial
customers. But if schools want to dose we will appreciate the help"
Cincinnati public schools announced plans to dose today.
There were indications many other districts would comply with the
Columbia Gas request

cause afternoon News
Neither rain nor sleet nor snow will
keep the News from coming out—
usually.
A combination of high winds, rapid
snowfall and dropping temperatures
paralysed parts of Ohio Wednesday
night, including Bowling Green and
Wood County.
Most thoroughfares were closed
most of the night and those open by
morning still were not in good
driving condition. Many stranded
persons spent the night in the homes
of friends and relatives and about 100
travelers slept on cots in the
basement of the Wood County
Courthouse.
Snow crews' attempts to clear

roads were futile, since winds caused
new drifts to form soon after
snowtrucks passed. At one point,
only three highways In the county
were passable, according to a
spokesman for the state highway
department.
Roads were so bad that the driver
who takes the News to Us printer in
Sandusky could not leave Bowilng
Green until I a.m. yesterday. He
returned with the finished papers
about 3 p.m. yesterday and the
papers were distributed as quickly as
possible.
If you missed reading the News
with your breakfast, we're sorry, bat
the circumstances were beyond our
control-really.

Spring registration forms won't be mailed
Undergraduate students living off
campus are not going to find their
spring quarter registration forms in
their mailboxes next week. To reduce
operating costs, off-campus students
will be asked to pick up their
registration forms in the Forum,
Student Services Bldg., said Roy
Clark, registrar.
Class schedule papers will alto be
available there.

Graduate students and on-campus
residents will receive their form* in
the mail sometime next week.
Graduate forms will be mailed

because many graduate students live
outside Bowling Green and are on
campus only in the evening, Clark
said.
Students whose last names begin
with A-H should pick up their forms
between 1:11 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
Monday. Those whose last names
begin between I-Q can go at the
same time on Tuesday and R-Z
students can go from 9:30 a.m. to
5.00 p-m. Wednesday.
Students who are unable to pick up
the forms at the assigned times are
asked to report to the Forum bet-

ween 9 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Thursday.
Each student must bring some
form of identification to receive the
necessary materials.
According to Clark, this procedure
should save the Univetity 1500 in
mailing costs. It costs the University
nearly MOO a quarter to mall
registration forms to the approximately
7,000
off-campus
students. Clark said at least 500
forms never reach the students and
are returned to the registrar by the
post office.
Clark said at least five persons will

be in the Forum to distribute the
forma. Should long lines form, additional workers will be available.
"It's not a complicated procedure,"
Clark said, "so it should go fast"
Students unable to pick up their
forms on any of the scheduled days
will receive them in the mad.
According to Clark, the new
procedure is an experiment Thle It
oar attempt to minimize operating
costs," he said.
Advance registration for spring
quarter will be odd February 11-14.

opinion
as

mailboxes needed
When the idea to build mailboxes for each commuter student was
conceived several yean ago, the plan was dubbed unreasonable and
unnecessary.

No substantive plans were ever carried out.

'judgment is founded on truth...'

speaking out

*'

of mice and (wo)men

Last year, a Student Government Association program to resurrect
the idea ran into a stone wall.
But now, there is a need for commuter mailboxes and there are

By Dauii Ssdswski
SUft Repsrter

none.
The registrar's office has announced that spring quarter registration
materials

would

be mailed

to campus residents

through campus

mall, but commuters would have to journey to the Student Services
Building Forum *t an appointed time to get theirs.
The new distribution process was born because of the rising cost of
postage.

It was reasoned that handing out the materials at a

specific time would save money and hassle.
In the end, though, the plan will do

little more than waste time

for students and cause them hassles.
The handling of registration materials in the Forum will be
especially difficult for night students to swallow.
People who work during the day and commute to Bowling Green

Bats in bellfries, pigs In pokes,
bugs in rugs, butterflies in bellies.
Now we have rodents in residence.
Out in Compfcxi Hall a small army
of mice apparently has taken refuge
from the cold and is terrorizing some
of the residents on the second and
fourth floors.
Well, being the curious reporter
that I am, I decided to see what
really was happening out there in no
man's land

at night will be faced with the decision of either making a special
trip or forfeiting the advantages of early registration.
If mailboxes were installed on campus, students could come at any
time of the day or night and pick up materials placed there.

UP ON THE fourth floor, two
women, Sue Houck and Denise
Sadowskl have had problems with

mice, at least they say they have.
Their story goes like this:
Before Thanksgiving, an animal,
apparently a mouse, was seen
scratching and running around their
dorm room. They went to the
resident advisor (RA) and told her
about what was going on.
The RA, Leslie Crichton, didn't do
much except suggest getting a
mousetrap If that did not work, then
the maintenance people would place
poison near the cracks where the
mice entered.

placed the poison under the dresser
where the mice came In, also placed
tape over the nearly two-foot long
crack, where the floor and wall
meet, in an attempt to keep the mice
out of sight.
That didn't work either, and the
mouse was still heard running about
the roam at night.
A couple of weeks ago, a
mousetrap was set by yours truly
and one of the mice was caught.
Problem solved. Thank you, Mr.
Sadowskl
No, not quite.

THE WOMEN SAID RA Leslie said
something about an exterminator
coming in during Christmas break.
Well, exterminate they did. Someone,
probably the maintenance man who

NOW, THERE is another mouse
running around the room at night,
and this one is a lot smarter than the
other. It not only avoids the poison,

DENSE AND SUE agree that Hall
Director Pat Robinson and RA Leslie
"seem that they don't care"
"I'll take a shotgun and shoot it."
Sue said If the problem persists.
Now for Pat's side of the story:
The first she heard of mice running
around the hall was early this
quarter after she received a call
from the Residence Life Association.
Pat then went up to the fourth floor
and started looking for mice in the
hall, when she stumbled upon an
open door which led to Sue's and
Denise's room.
She said she called an exterminator yesterday, who arrived
and disposed of the latest mousetrap
victim and placed more poison near
the opening.

The expense of building these boxes could be significantly less than
paying people to hand materials out or the cost of postage.

DR NO0RE WAUT-S US TO
DESIGN HIM A SQUAtf CIRCLE
OR WASIT A
SQUARE??j

With these mailboxes built and Installed, the University could also
use them as means of distributing catalogs, W-2 forms and other
materials now being mailed.
The system could work much like campus mail.

Students could

mall letters to commuters without postage and University offices and
departments would realize a substantial savings.
At 13 cents an ounce for first class mall, the University Is throwing
money out the window (or in the mailbox), when funds could be
used more effectively elsewhere.
Commuter student mailboxes may be costly In the beginning, but
would pay for themselves In a very short time.

let's hear from you
The News welcomes opinion frstn Us readers In the form of letters to
the editor which comment oa published columns, edHerial policy or aay
ether topic of Interest
All letters should be typewritten aed triple spaced. They must be
signed and the author's address and phone number mast be included far
verification.
Letters can be seat te: Utters ts the Editor, The BO News, 1M
alverslty Hall.
The News reserves tie right ta reject and letters or portions ef letters
If they are deemed In bad taste or malidoas. No primal attacks or
same-calling will be published
Readers wishing to submit gaest columns should fallow a simillar
procedure.

.Letters
firelands
After reading your story on the
Academic Council's new ruling
concerning Firelands campus baccalaureate graduates (Jan. 13) we're
appalled by Provost Kenneth Rothe's
defense for the 30 hour minimum.
It's obvious he's neither studied
under their One faculty or used the
library at the small commuter
college.
The only supports be gave for the
resolution (that made print) stated
that Firelands students were missing
out on the "outstanding faculty and
library" here. As In 1178 associate of
arts graduates of Firelands and
second quarter Juniors on the main
campus we fall to see how our
provost gets away with such rude
implications that Firelands is lacking
In those areas.
If Bowling Green administrators
don't think the staff they sent down
or employ full-time at Firelands are
of the same outstanding quality of
main campus instructors then they
have no business passing them off as
BG faculty members. Rothe's
comment is an insult to every
member of the Firelands team.
Frankly we believe the quality of
the Firelands faculty to be proportionately superior, more personal and
considerably more thorough than any
of the professors or the endless
multitude of graduate studentteachers we'vo had here as of yet.
We left Firelands with nearly 100
hours of undergraduate credits
apiece, taught by young energetic
teachers of which only a few hadn't
yet earned a doctorate in their fields.
Yes, the library of the east branch
is more compact but needed
materials were there and easily
found, and the librarians were willing
to help a student probe for material
and assist in a search for resources
even If It meant putting down the
latest Jacqueline Suzanne novel for a
while, unlike the service provided
hare. More than once a Firelands
librarian has driven the 55 miles to
BG to pick up a book or Xerox sn
article from a periodical for a
student when a source wasn't
available there.
Though Bowling Green West has
many attractions and advantages
over its sister branch we think our
provost was treading on thin Ice with

^_: j ThajSGIvUtS
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this erroneous argument presented to
the Academic Council He certainly
hasn't convinced us of the need for
the minimum.
In fact we believe If there were a
will or way (using his own terms)
Rothe might make more sense If be
suggested all Bowling Green students
complete a minimum of 30 hours at
the branch-Now there's an outstanding faculty and library!-to
achieve their bachelors degrees
(Come HeD or High Water!)
Tom Cunningham
MlDarrow
Bill Widman
UlDarrow

center okay
. There has been much mud and
absurd reasoning slung about lately
concerning the new recreation center,
and I, for one, fed that the issue has
been stirred around enough to
require a restatement of the center's
original objectives.
TMs building is intended for use by
the great mass of students; not a
specialized few. Thus, if there are
facilities that are incompatible with
intercollegiate teams, it's because
they were specifically designed that
way. Those who had out the actual
dimensions of the playing areas had
a shrewd knowledge of the covetous
tendencies of athletic teams.
If a university has a place where a
team theoretically could practice, or
hold sanctioned competitions, they
will try to do so, no matter how
many ordinary students such activities would squeeze out. Thus
many of the playing surfaces, courts,
etc. In the rec. center have been
designed to be Just short of
regulation size.
Really now, bow many students are
on the track team, and how many
would use an Indoor track Just
because they want to stay In some
sort of shape? You can make book
on the vast majority being in the
latter category.
To those who would have a
regulation 230 yard track put In the
rec center, I say "Sorry Charlie".
Get It from somebody else's budget
If the track team wants to use the
IN yard track, that' their right, but
as individuals - not as a team. The
entire student population Is going to
be paying a lot of money for this

•

facility. They should at no time be
excluded by a relative few.
Thomas Beers
Student Senator
Off-Campus District

Perrysburg

a response
I am a senior here at Bowling
Green, Just finishing up my football
career in time so I don't have to put
up with all the b.s. that a certain
young sophomore punk has in store
for the next two years. Yes, I'm
referring to you Dave Smith. You
seem to point out the fact that
Johnny Jock, as well as Freddie Frat
and Susie Sorority are not your
closest friends. I'm representing the
Jocks so bear me out
First off, I'm not going to sit on
my rear end and let some sophomore
put me as well as my teammates
down through the convenience of The
BG News. Do I detect a certain
amount of Jealousy due to the fact
you're not good enough to compete In
Intercollegiate athletics? If you were,
the article you wrote never would
have appeared In the p»m If
you've got the guts enough to write it
in The BG News, I hope someday
you've got the guts to say it to my
face
Throughout the year our afternoons
are tied up from 2:00 p.m. to (:00
p.m.. Let me remind you that's
during the season, winter conditioning and spring ball. Now If
you've ever competed In some type
of physical exertion, I doubt it. It's
really hard to get motivated to increasing one setfs knowledge after
our bodies take such • physical
beating. If you think this Is he come,
on out for spring ball and let's see
how long your body will hold up to
the punishment Probably one day If
you're lucky.
Yes It's true we have tutors for
players who have trouble in their
courses, but while we're practicing
day in and day out, plus the fact
traveling to other universities on
weekends, representing BGSU It
doesn't leave much study time
especially when you come back with
a severe Injury like my roommate
and I did, (broken ribs for eight
weeks, torn cartilage, out for the
season). Oh yes, I don't want to

forget my other 23 crippled teammates (13 with broken bones, 10 with
knee injuries). Believe it or not, it
affects you both mentally as well as
physically.
Last quarter 26 members of the
Football Team made the Scholar
Athlete Honor Roll (3.00 ave. and
above). I am proud to say I was a
member of that group. How well did
you do Dave Smith? Hopefully your
grades should have been higher since
your study time is double that of
ours.
We might walk around with a
carton of milk In one hand plus apple
pie in the other, not to mention the
weightlifUng and conditioning time It
takes to put our bodies In top
physical shape, but if more students
took care of themselves the way we
do, people would be a lot better off.
Hopefully with our new head coach
Denny Stolz and 17 lettermen
returning next year, the
MAC
Championship will come to Bowling
Green next fall and finally shut all
your mouths up around here,
especially yours.
Gary Wrobiewski
721 High St

frofs
It is with hesitation that this
Fraternity Freddie comes forward to
defend that institution which he
firmly believes in. However, if The
BG News considers rnlanaiiiis such
as "BG's Beautiful People" fit to
print I suppose a response is in
order.
It was my belief that the narrowedminded, myopic views expressed In
that column had gone out with the
stereotyping McCarthyiam of the
lKO's. Obviously they are alive and
weU.
Having had extensive contact with
fraternities on both the undergraduate and graduate level I teal
qualified to defend this important
social organisation which has
provided 70 percent of the men listed
In "Who's Who In America.". Not a
bad statistic for a bunch of T-shlrted
followers
If the reader will, think back to
your first quarter at Bowling Green.
For many this was the first
separation from family and friends.
When confonted with the bnpersonal
surroundings of a large university

but it also avoids disturbing the
mousetrap while managing to take
the bait
This week, I again went up to
Compton-four and reset the trap.
This time the little guy didn't come
away so lucky; he was caught.
RA Leslie doesn't seem to be too
concerned about the situation, "as
long as they aren't In my room," she
says.
"They (the women) keep getting
me to set the trap," RA Leslie said.
"There's nothing more I can do."
RA Leslie blames the problem on
the women taking trays of food from
the cafeteria and leaving them in the
hall, although the problem is not as
bad as it was in the past

many students form primary groups
for emotional support Others choose
to affilitate themselves with existing
forms of social organizations.
These primary groups serve to
form the basic ideas, concepts and
social nature of the individual in his
new environment It is quite natural
to experience a feeling of
brotherhood with people with whom
you share Intensive interaction. This
companionship is often expressed and
to the outsider may appear as an
attempt to make him feel out of the
"club."
The leaders of a large institution
realize that the cooperation of the
primary groups within the institution
is essential. I do not think the administrations which allowed fraternities and sororities to form on this
campus did so because they felt it
would be cute to see coeds walking
around campus with funny letters on
their T-shirts. The prospect for the
successful attainment of the
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"I DONT KNOW what else to do,"
Pat said. "Apparently, they (the ■
mice) hadn't eaten the bait (poison), ,
and since I hadn't heard, I assumed
that they were gone."
"I hope this is it I wish It would ■
never have happened."
The problem finally seems to have
ended, but Just in case another "
mouse pops up somewhere on
campus, remember to ask So* about
using her shotgun. It's quicker.

educational goals of the school were
enhanced as the administration
acknowledged the need for fraternities and sororities.
Although I do not have the data for
this university, I am sure that a
greater percentage of fraternity and
sorority members remain at Bowling
Green for four years.
These organizations as well as any
organization have proven to be the
most effective means of fulfilling
people's needs.

.
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I will not honor Mr. Smith's
column with a paragraph by .'."
paragraph rebuttal. Let it suffice to
say that the greek organizations *
perform a vital function on this .
campus. It is unfortunate that all
some people choose to see are a
bunch of fumy greek letters.
*
Daniel T. Lemaitre
Resident Adviser
Delta Tau Delta Fraternity
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Dag in Review

City mayor leads three lives

Horn Associated Press Reports

By Mark Sharp
Staff Rejrtrtrr

Cuba relations sought
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Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance
says the Carter administration would
regard Cuba's release of political
prisoners aa an Indication Cuba la
seriously interested la restoring
relations with the United States, according to testimony released yesterday.
Vance offered this viewpoint in
response to written questions put to him
Jan. 11 by Sen. Clifford P. Case «N.J.). Case Is a member of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee which
questioned Vance on las nomination to
succeed Henry A. Kissinger as
secretary of state.
Vance's written answers were included in a transcript of the hearings
which was released yesterday.
Vance specifically mentioned the case
of Huber Matos, who fought for Fidel
Castro's forces, but later was thrown In
prison after he complained of Communist Infiltration in the guerrilla army.
Matos has been in a Cuban prison
since 1959, serving s JO-year sentence.
Vance said release of Matos -would
help the process of normalisation of
relations with Cuba." The Cuban
government holds a number of other
political prisoners, including some
American citizens.

April rebates possible
The Carter administration aald
yesterday It plans to send ISO to nearly
every American, beginning in April, if
Congress approves toe President's 01
billion economic stimulus program.
Administration officials said 96 per
cent of all Americans would receive the
payments, which would be In the form
of a tax rebate for taxpayers and
special payments for Social Security
recipients and the nontaxpaying poor.
About four million poor Americans
who do not have children or do not earn
any Income or receive Social Security
would be excluded from the program,
officials said. They said the cost of
reaching this group of Americans Is too
high and would create administrative
problems.

Gasless homes plausible
•

i

•■

i >.<

•
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The Incoming Public Utilities Commissioner of Ohio (PUCO) said
yesterday that homes without gas
service this weekend "la certainly
within the realm of possibilities,"
William S. Newcomb Jr., who was
appointed to fill the slot of Sally W.
Bloomfiekl whose term expires Feb. 1,
made that assessment after bearing that
Columbia Qas Transmission Co. announced additional 18 per cent cuts in
supplies to Ohio natural gas suppliers.
That possibility has arisen despite
assurances by the Ohio Energy
Resource and Development Agency
Monday that all residential gas consumers would have continuous service
until March 1.
It also comes despite orders by the
PUCO Wednesday that utilities not abut
off readiential service for any reason
until the end of the heating season.
Newcomb takes bis sest on the
commission after serving five months as
its legal director and seven months
before that as legal advisor to the Ohio
Environmental Protection Agency. Hut
law degree is from Ohio State
University.

Rhodes' team criticized

1

A Cuyahoga County lawmaker has
sharply criticized the administration of
Gov. Rhodes for "almost total nopreparedness" in coping with the
natural gas shortage.
The statement Wednesday by Rep.
Arthur V. N. Brooks (D-Cleveland)
came one day after the Democratcontrolled legislature overwhelmingly
approved a resolution supporting
Republican Rhodes' voluntary con' servation program.
Brooks said passage of the resolution
"should not obscure the almost total
unpreparedness of this administration to
deal with the energy issue." He listed
!9 other House Democrats ss Joining
him in the statement
■■There appears to be nothing but
confusion, misinformation and panic in
the administration's reaction to the
developing crisis," be said.
A new forecast for more subfreefing
weather ended hope yesterday that icebound barges loaded with millions of
gallons of fuel oil, salt and other
products would be able to move soon on
the f orsen Ohio River.
Chuck Schumann. gHAtem*" for the
Army Corps of ITngtnewri. said ice had
begun to break up on the Ml-mlle
waterway earlier this week when rays

of sunshine appeared for the first tune
In 10 days.
But now, it sppears it will be some
time before the three Ohio River dams
in western Kentucky which have been
closed because of Ice will be open to
traffic again, Schumann aald, adding
that "no one knows when that'll be."
He aald at least 50 towboats, each
pushing about 10 barges, were waiting
downriver from the three frozen dams.
Most of the barges are laden with fuel
oil, coal, steel and salt that is needed
for icy highways in West Virginia aad
other states.
About 50 of the barges are loaded
with liquid fuel, according to the Coast
Guard, and Schumann said each baa a
capacity of six million gallons, or about
30,000 barrels.

Hazardous driving
While most Indiana drivers battled
driving snow, motorists on U.S. 14
between Defiance, Ohio, and Fort
Wayne had a different problem.
State police said SO vehicles suffered
fist tires after the driver of a scrap
metal truck beaded for Fort Wayne left
the tailgate ajar Wednesday, allowing
some of the metal to fall out. One
semitrailer truck had 14 of its 18 tires
flattened, police said.
The trucking firm later aent out a
huge magnet to dear the road, officers

Explosions kill 3
Three persons were missing yesterday
and 17 others Injured after a series of
predawn explosions ripped across the
Exxon docks in the port city of
Baytown, Tex.
The tanker Exxon San Francisco
sustained minor fire damage and the
tugboat Nathan B capsized and sank in
the murky bay waters. U. Dennis
Same, a U. & Coast Guard «p«*—"«".
said those missing were crew members
of the tugboat
Sande said the 78,000-ton American
flag tanker was loading beating oil and
kerosene when '.'the loading arm broke,
spraying oil over the dock. The commercial tugboat Nathan B, which was
docked on the other side of the pier
from the Exxon San Francisco, started
her engines and it was shortly after that
the explosions occurred."
The tug sank Immediately after the
explosions. Exxon officials said an
investigation was under way "to
determine the exact cause of the explosion and to assess the full extent of
the damages."

Unclogging municipal
problems Is all In a day's
work for Mayor Alvln L.
Perkins, also an are*
plumber and an employe at
the Davia-Besae nuclear
power plant In Port
Clinton.
During breakfast at a
local restaurant, Perkins
discussed his jobs and city
problems ranging from
economics to sewage
treatment
Perkins works about 48
hours a week at each of
las three jobs. As mayor,
a part-time job 'n Bowling
Green, he earns 87,800
yearly, the aame salary
paid the city's last two
mayors.
TO SUPPLEMENT his
income, Perkins does
plumbing work for local
plumbing and heating
contractors.
He admits his job with
the Dsvis-Besse nuclear
power plant keeps him
busy but, "They realize my
civic duties and allow me a
flexible work schedule," be
said.
"However, if I work only
one hour a day Instead of
eight, I get paid for one
hour," he said, "tiding that
he would prefer to work in
Bowling Green.
Only on Mondays is
Perkins in the city tending
to bis mayorai duties.
Other days are not
reserved for his dvic
duties.

ON
THESE DAYS.
Municipal Administrator
Wesley K. Hoffman runs
the city according to
Perkins, who compared a
municipal administrator to
a city manager In other
cities.
Perkins detested incumbent mayor Charles E.
Bartlett by 133 votes in the
mayoral
election
of
November, 1(75.
The victor described the
city's economy as stabie" knowing where we're

"I'm glad Carter won
because he will help the
nation. Ford's political
background consisted of 15
yesrs on the federal level
while Carter's background
as governor of Georgia
makes nun more familiar
and
associated
with
smaller municipalities,
such as Bowling Green.
Thus, be understands
smaller towns."
Recent weather conditions have not hurt
Bowling Green as much as

"I'm not a politician. I'm A/vy Perkins
trying to do what I think Is right."
coming from, where we're
st and where we're going."
Cooper Tire and Rubber
Co. recently has Indicated
It may come to the city.
This would give the
community a "shot In the
arm" by creating 180 jobs,
according to Perkins.
HIS FOUR-YEAR term
as mayor began in
January, 1(78 with the
city's finances suffering
from what he called "fiscal
mismanagement." Money
was taken from departments it shouldn't have
been snd waa spent,
Perkins said.
Although surprised st
detesting the Incumbent
Republicsn, Bartlett,
Perkins, a Democrat,
called president Carter's
election
victory
"expected." Democrats have
made tremendous strides
lately, he explained.

other areas, he said.
Perkins attributed this to
the use of fuel oil and coal
rather than natural gas by
the University and city
schools.
WHEN GOV. Rhodes
ordered Dayton schools to
dose for 30 days, Perkins
wrote Rhodes stating that
"I want to keep our people
employed and our kids in
school." He said Rhodes
overstepped his authority
in ordering the closings.
Last
Friday,
Rhodes
backed off that order,
saying he laced the
authority to force school
shutdowns.
Other problems confronting Perkins include
the city sewage treatment
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IT'S THE
MOST
HILARIOUS
SUSPENSE
HIDE or
YOUR UfE!

Mondale visits London
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> SILVER
STREAM>

War Gaming Session
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See An American RevoiutioMry
iVsr Battle RetVuejitf
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ONE PERFORMANCE AT MIDNIGHT!
BOX OfFICt OHM 11:45 ML.

SANDY'S HOBBY CENTER
139W.Woo*tefSt
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Telephone 419/352-0003

ALL SEATS $1.25
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"ON THE BUILDING

*
*

OF A NEW

*
*

Women as priests denied
The Roman Catholic Church said
yesterday it will not ordain women as
priests because Christ "was and
remains a man" and his apostles, all
men, chose other men as their successors.
A declaration issued on orders of
Pope Paul VI by the Vatican's
Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith went directly against the
recommendation of another Vatican
body and the growing practice among
Protestant Christian denominations of
ordaining women.
"The Church, in fidelity to the
example of the Lord, does not consider
herself authorized to admit women to
priestly ordination," the document said.
Quoting St. Thomas Aquinas, the
declaration aaid there must be a
"natural reeetnblance" between Christ
and his minister!.

PERKINS SAID he opposes the widening of East
Wooater to four lanes from
1-75 to the railroad tracks,
as proposed by some city
coundlmen.
Adding left snd righthand turn lanes st certain
intersections
would
alleviate the current traffic
problems,
he
said.
Referring to council's
proposal, Perkins said,
"The
problem
with
bureaucracy is that they
can't aee paat their nose."
"I'm not a politician.
I'm Ahry Perkins trying to
do what I think is right"

c »•» sosaMSfT run OWLS
cosao tsci ron aovs

SANDY'S HOBBY CBJTER
Vice President Walter F. Mondale and
British Prime Minister James Callaghan
talked yesterday In London about international economic problems and
southern Africa and then announced
that Callaghan, at President Carter's
invitation, would visit the United States
in March
In a news conference after a private
meeting that lasted more than an hour,
Mondale told Callaghan the United
States government was standing fully
behind British efforts at mediating the
transfer of power to the black majority
in Rhodesia. /
"My government is exceedingly
grateful to Aie prime minister and the
leadership iieing provided in that very,
very diffic'slt situation," Mondale said
at the start of the news conference.
r.rugyn whose three-day U.S. visit
will begin March 3, said the moat Important subject he would discuss with
Carter Involved the condition of the
International economy In the year M78.

The present sewage
treatment
facility
Is
inadequate, but the construction of a new plant
Just east of 1-78, was
blocked by the Environmental Protection Agency,
according to Perkins. But
the "plant is essential for
future growth" within the
city, he explained.
"We are not a bedroom
town as we've been called
In the paat. We're trying
to attract select Industries
to Bowling Green" adding
that the Bowling Green

area is attractive to people
wanting to get away from
Toledo.

CAU*>

• ••••••••••••*
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plant, the possibility of
widening East Wooater
Street, and, not unlike
other cities, a lack of
money.

COMMUNIST PARTY'
*

A talk By Steve Wall
Of The October League
Sun.-Jan. 30™ 7:30 pm.
River Room - Union

*
*

DINO'S PIZZA PUB
Will Be Open For Lunch

*
*

New Hours 11 am. - 2 pm.

*
*
*
*

i

free and open to the public

*
*
*

Sponsored by the

*

Human Rights Alliance

Starting Monday Jan 31st

"For a fast lunch call your order in
ahead . . . We'll have it ready by the

1
I
I

. .I'lES.XPJL 2*1 !2 J?!£2!'L
We've added 4 new sandwiches and
2 new pizzas to an already great menu.

NO DELIVERY FOR LUNCH ONLY
535 E. Wooster 352-3551
* ********************

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Queen's finesse, flawless production
make 'Day at the Races' a royal treat
Review by
Lee Laadeaberfer
Rock delivered with
finesse, power and a
sprinkling of royalty make
the new Queen album, A
Day at the Races," a sure
bet to find its way to the
turntables of millions.
Queen has become one of
the most commercially
acceptable bands of the
decade. No doubt their
penchant for multi-layered
vocals and overdubbed
guitars are the main
reasons for that success.

As with all their releases,
the production is incredibly
clean. So clean, in fact,
that it borders on impersonality. There Just are
no mistakes in production
or performance.
SO HOW DOES one
approach an album like
this The best way Is to
get the feel of the rhythms
and listen to the lyrics.
Queen comes through on
both counts.
Guitarist Brian May will
not win any Eric Clapton
awards for speed, but his

APRIL 15 DEADLINE
27 Italian Medical and Veterinary
Schools Accept American Students
Medical and vete.-maiy school asptfints atro are tfwsung of applying 10 Hasan medical schools. and their lemraes. muet act immediately New Hasan government regulapons raquira lhaf premecnption applications Da Mad **> Hasan Consulates balers
April IS. lor consideration lor medical and veterinary sctiool admission m 1077
2 7 distinguished ilslien medical schools accept Americans Several hundred Amencans now sre studying si Hasan medical and veterinary schools Medical dental and
veterinary school aspirants who need assistance m langmge and cuHural onentaIron and preparation before, during and star medical school to enable the practice ot
medictne in the U S should contact the Institute ol International Medical Education
The Institute has helped more Americans entei European meracal and veterinary
schools man any other organuafcon Advanced placement for holders ot science
postersduars Jestaaa.
INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
ensnares ay ma negsnts ol mt umvanvry ol -ie State ot New verti
3 E 54 SI. New york 10032 • (ill) S31-MM

* WOOSTER WINE *
*
SHOP
*
* Cheese Flavor Doritos
J
Buy One Bag Get
Another For FREE
I
59* For 2 Bags!

.a
±
*

Lambrusco Wines
Both High and Low Beer
Cheeses, Crackers
Hours M-W 9:30-11
Thurs-Sat 9:30-12
Sun 2-10 .fa

J
*
*
"
*
*
*
n.

licks are precise.
He
seems to
know his
limitations and buries any
weaknesses in the depths
of all those guitar overdubs. His rythmn changes
are abrupt and surprlsinga gas to listen to with
headphones oa
Freddie Mercury sings
lead and has the ability to
range from raunchy to
sweet and back again. His
vocals are handled much
like May's guitars, with
plenty of dubs and
overdubs.
Bassist John Deacon is
solid as usual and drummer Roger Taylor plays
ferociously while keeping
time like a clock. Within
their formula, there are no
weaknesses in this group.
"TIE YOUR MOTHER
Down" leads off side one
and is receiving much FM
airplay. A standard rocker
with a barrage of vocals
and guitars. Subtlety is not
one of their strong suits.

It Is a lesson in toe Queen
approach to rock.
Best cuts include "Long
Way," IA fine tune with
flowing
rhythm
and
vocals), "You and I,"
"Somebody to Love" .'.no
relation to the Airplane,
but Is the AM single), and
"Drowse." All tracks are
strong and anyone could be
picked as a single. Be
assured the airwaves will
carry most of the material
and play it so often that
listening to the album will
soon become unbearable.
That was the problem with
the previous record, "A.
Night at the Opera." I
could only take so much of
"Bohemian Rhapsody."
With another fine album
under their belts, I cannot
help but wonder how they
will sound In concert. If
you are wondering too, you
can check them out Sunday
at the Toledo Sports Arena,
if you're lucky enough to
have tickets. The concert
has been sold out since last
week. It should be interesting to hear how they
transfer all that studio
sound to the stage.

Read
the News

TCXI FREE 9 o.m.-IO pen

1-800-438-5534

24
26

Blackboard
Brasilsan macaw
Metric unit
Summarise: Abbr.
Sufficient: Poet.
Numerical prefix
English circuit
courts
64 "Man bites dog"
66 Sibilant sounds

DOWN
1 Bubbling sound:
CoUoq.
2 Aborigine of
Hokkaido
3 Divided, in three.
4 Dishes
5 Exclamations of
disdain
6 Dessert
7 Fabric
8 Going
9 Dessert

26 Concept
27 Parte of circles
29 Many-sided
figure

31 Where moviea
are made
32 Situation
33 One of Mac
beta's victims
37 Fastidious
39 Kind of Japanese
pottery
40 Hat
41 Individual: Abbr.
42 Shortened: Abbr.
43 Metric unite
45 Hubbub.
46 Cry of Madame
Defer ge
49 Welsh boys
50 Timetable abbr.
51 Gallivant
52 False god

10 Card

11 Charger
12 Dismissal
13 Large lake in N.
Russia
IS
capita
22 Cookies

A
specials to come.

others

26 Large number
26 Lodging place a
27 Hebrew letter
28

29
30
32
34
35
36
38

39 Witneaaed
4) New Orleans
goody
Part
44 Arouse
Cure-all
45 Interrupt
Farm crop
43 Stone
Serious attention 47 Famous nun* in
Squares
politics
Knob on a shield
Dory gear
Apollo and

•A.
And the feet start
walking before
they Ye told
where to go.

Z
The mouth waters.
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

I People's Chess Federation, Commuter Center from 10 a.m. 5
I p.m. every Saturday Open to anyone Interested In Chess.
Drop In anytime.
Bowling Green Christian Fellowship Concert "A Night In the
Kingdom" (Music, Song. Drama & Dance) Free a Open to
all. Recital Hsll, Music Bidg. I p.m.
Sunday, January 30, 1977
SWISS TEAM OF FOUR bridge match, sponsored by Union
Activities. In Alumni Room of Union. Sunday, Jan. 30th. Play
begins promptly at 1:15 p.m. for those who have registered
with the Director In advance. Call Mrs. Steldtmann at 353
7574.
Human Rights Alliance meeting. River Rm. union, 7:30 p.m.
Steve Well of the October League will speak "On Building a
New Communist Psrty."

LOST Si FOUND
FOUND: German Sheperd
Pup. Cell 3S3-0060.
HELP WANTED

Needed 1 bsbysitter Mon 1
Thurs 8 30 3 30, Tues 6:303:30, Wed 8:3010:30. and Frl
130 130. Contact Angela
Bell. S3) 7th St. Apt s
SERVICES OFFEREO
HABEEBA'S
16*5
Tiffin
Ave.,
Flndtay.
Ohio.
Enrolling now for Fsbruery
belly dsnclng classes. The
fun wsy to exerclssl Call
423 2241.

?

Typing
Services
(Incl.
resumes) avail. My home.
Reasonable 874 8435 or s«3
21S2.

WANTED

(9

•«

'•Vtw*

.fs*W°w

a/A a/A

We do It all for you
H70 E. WOOSTER
1050 S. MADS
Bowling Green, Ohio

iriAivcessAo'SisrBH,
MMK 0NU St CKATN6 ueu,
Tiatwaimmes" u**e
an MOSTSAHesHous oopey
N
smnrm eernese
HACK' none?.

LaUnlon
Latinos.

de

Estudlantes

O.A.O. Presents: LUCKY
LADY
Burl Reynolds. Liu
MlnnsHI end Gene Heckmsn
Stsr In this wisecracking,
Romantic 1920s Adventure of
an Orange - Wlgged Widow
and Her Two Buddies who
run Booze up from Mexico to
California
Place 210 Math Science
Date - Jan. 28 29
Times 5:30, 8:00. 10 X

THE SNOW FLIES, AS YOU
FLY DOWN THE SLOPES
OF
SNOW-CAPPED
MOUNTAINS. LISTEN TO
WINDFALL FOR DETAILS
Bert - Hope your 71st blrthdsy Is the greatest. Love
your Little.
IFC seys Greek Letter Day
is this Tuesday and every
Tuesday. Wear those Letters.

Alphs Phi Omega. The National Service Fraternity meeting,
129 Life Science Bldg. at 7:30 p.m. Open to all.

/

rtcYiott finu

IJUIJUM

ULI.'lll

BUfVAHK. ASIUNOaStANDir.THEfRE
RAISE) M ABANDONED
SOUND STA66S

i

Classifieds
Selurdsy. Jsnuary 29, 1977

5.
Itjsflejicious.
The Golden Arches ,
loom large on '^i^SSS9tC\
the horizon. It! lav<>V5rW?M
••
••.
• •• I J

TO

by Garry Trudeau

Geology Brown Beg, Dr. Ron Sesvoy will speak on "Winter
Exploration In the Tlmmons Ares, Northern Ontario" at noon
Friday 070 Overman Hall.

-6.
And youVe got
this wild,
wonderful craving
for a Big Mac...
its a
Big Mac Attack.
Nothing
to worry about.
) Get yourself to
McDonaldsf
order a Big Mac,
and relax.

54
55
57
59

iiowa

"Robin
"
Design
lilltlM
Fiendish
Sounds of blows:
Colloq.
Book
Greek goddess
Fish dish
Moderate

DOONESBURY

Friday, Jsnusry 38, 1977

exntatneri

48
50
52
53

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

TONIGHT ONLY

ffiglMacAttack

The tummy makes
glad expectant
sounds as if to say,
*howdyr

20
21
23

S3
56
68
, 60
61
62
63

f
The rock band
[ "FRESH AIR" will appear
Monday January 31st at
6:45 p.m. See them in a live
TONIGHT ONLY performance
in the BG-TV-7 studios in 411 South
Hall. Only the first 30 can be
admitted. It's free so come on over.
Be watching for more

v \%1% M(DO"a»0 * Co'PO'etl'O"

The eyes light up.

19

ACROSS
PhilUUne city
Seeds
Portland's bay
Coin of Ankara
Vinegar: Prefix
Obey
Symbol of ■
1964-65 fair
New Hampshire
city
Lilacs
Restaurant
Humpty
Dumpty
Noun suffix
"
but known

Am

ABORTION
$150.00

**************

"at

1
S
9
14
15
16
17

1 M. rmmte. needed to subi.
apt spr q*r. • Haven House
Manor Newer campus. Call
352-2717.
F. to sub!, spt. spr. qtr.
Univ. VIII. Mary Jo 352 4224.
1 F. rmmte. needed for spr.
qtr. Csll 352 3257
PERSONALS
Congrstulatlon Vets' supplement your income ($1,000

SI. 500), with the Army
Notional Guard. For more
Information. Call 353 8821.
AX' - It's been a while since
we had partled with you. But
last Friday night It was the
thing to do. irs lust too bad
the fun couldn't last., cuz the
tea with yaw sure was a
blast. The Slg Eps.

Volunteers In Progress sre
looking for big brothers who
would like to participate In
the Campus Bros. Program
Volunteers would be working
with boys sges 10-15 s
minimum of one hour per
week around the Bowling
Green area. Anyone Interested In being a Big
Brother Volunteer. Contact:
Herb Garcia at 353-4423 or
Kathy Setffert at 352-2139.
It's herei
The Jewelry
Fashion Survey. 9:00 am. to
5:09 p.m. in the Faculty
Lounge of the Union.

Do you have extra money
from
your
Income tax
returns? DJ's Bike Shop Is
having a sale you can't miss,
from now til the end ol Jan.
10 percent off on all bikes.
Peugeot,
Fugl.
Raleigh.
Viscount. DJ Shops 115 W.
Marry Ave. 352SI57.
BEER BLAST - Frl. t p.m. 1
a.m.
admission S.SO.
University Sound system.
North
East
Commons.

Steve Well of the October
league will speak "ON THE
BUILDING OF A NEW
COMMUNIST PARTY" on
Sunday at 7:30 In the Union's
River Rm. All are welcome.
Ry Cooder sei: Come to the
50's Dsnce, Ssturdsy, Jan.
29, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Mid-Am
Room. Beer will be sold.
The PI KAPPS ere set for a
real swinging night, so
D.G.'s get psyched for our
warm-up tonight.

The Mad Ivy Leaf says: If*
only 2 weeks till the Alphs
Phi Formal ■ so you'd better
get ready for a wild time I
Eileen - You do such a good
lob we all lust want to ssy
Thanks. Love, Your Sisters.
Phi Neos • That was pretty
sneaky going off to OSU like
thst.
Your songs were
terrific! Your doing so well
we might let you go sctlve
sometime!
Phi Pals' Thank you for the
great tee, from th* girls of
Alpha Phi. Th* drinks tasted
really great, those kind of
Was we appreciate. We had
s good time and danced and
drank, you sre the guys we'd
like to thank!
FOR SALE
73 Renault 4 SP very clean,
no rust. Must be seen. Best
offer, 3524321 after t.
Pair of Utah Speakers SeO.
8" woofer. 3V»" tweeter. 9

Ohms, \1 watts. 372 3308.
Plant store going out of
business. Plants, pots and
hangers really cheap. 302 S.
Summit. 353-8994.
ADVENT
speakers,
MARANTZ receiver, BEN
JIMAN MIRACORD turntable. MAKE OFFER 353
6692.
'75 HORNET. 1 owner ex
cellsnt condition, 17,500 mi.,
52695 00, 352 5044 after 5.
'71 Dodge Van w. camper
pks.. top. and A.IC. S2700.
352 999*
Wollensak Cassette Deck &
Boss 501 II Speakers. 352
1926.
FOR RENT

5 bdrm house $70 mo. for 1
rm 314 E. Evers. 352 5013.

: >

Subl. apt. 1 bdrm. good
location. Move In Immed.
Call after 5:00. 352 2734.
TWO BEDROOM, FOUR
PERSON. FURNISHED, AIR
CONDITIONED. TENANT
PAYS ONLY POR ELEC
TRIC. $45.00 MONTH PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
624 SIXTH STREET. EX
CELLENT CONDITION.
WASHER 8, DRYER IN
BUILDING.
CALL
NEWLOVE REALTY 352
5163.

2 Bdrm. Furn. Apt.
Summer and Fall
352 1800 or 352-4*71

R

jt

i:

Need 1 F. rmmte. Immed. ft
Sublessor. Mar. 27 • Aug. 31
for top of house. 1 Irg. bdrm.
$155 mo. 424'/i Wallace. 352
5587 after 5.
•L
Rm. for 2 M. ail M. house 1
blk, from campus, avail.
Now. Ph. 353 3855.

For Fall near campus, 521
E. Merry. 4 persons 2 bdrm.
sh utll. pd. except elec. Free
ceble for TV. Building In
excel, cond. No Increase
from 1*7* prices, ph. 3524447
or 352 6489.
HAVEN HOUSE now leasing
for Fall of 1977. No Increase
in rat* from Fall of 197*.
83S0 me. Call 359-9378. Model
opened Sat. aft. 14.
Campus Manor has openings
for 1 t 2 gsls to fill 4 gsl
apt*, for w t, s qtr. 352 9302
or 352 73*5 eve.
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Old soldiers fade into new jobs
WASHINGTON (APIMore than H1.000 retired
military men and women,
given the opportunity for a
second career by their
penioo system, have taken
a new jot) with their old
employer—the
US
government.
Under the military's
pension system, these
retlreea-about half In thenlate 30s and early 40s-can
legally receive both fall
pension checks and fall pay
for their civilian federal
Jobs.
The first comprehensive
study of military pensioners in civilian federal
jobs was conducted by the
U.S. Civil Service Commission. A copy of the
study was obtained by The
Associated Press.
BECAUSE military
personnel can retire with a
pension after 10 years of
service regardless of age,
they can start new careers
and start earning new
pensions.
This differs from most
private pension plans,
which require employes to
wait until a certain agesuch as 82-before receiving

a pension that Is generally
smaller than the military
stipend
The cost to taxpayers of
pensions and salary for the
141,000 military retirees in
civilian federal Jobs b) $2.8
billion a year.
THE PENSIONS alone
amount to t<70 million a
year-but that is only a
part of the increasing cost
of the over-all military
pension system.
On an individual basis,
the commission study
calculated retired officers
with federal civilian jobs
received pay and pension
averaging 130,970 a year.
For
retired
noncommissioned officers, pay
and pension averaged
$22,156. For other retired
enlisted men, the average
was $17,452. More than
half of the military pensioners
with
civilian
federal Jobs were under
age SO.
About 8,000 were under
40; 32,371 between 40 and
45; and 32,760 between 46
and SO.
Only 1,240 were over 60
years of age
THE MILITARY pensioner gets from SO to 75

per cent of salary as buy missiles and planes
pension.
Many private and more than the Navy
pensions .provide less than spends a year to build
hah? of the final salary as a ships.
pension
The civil service study
A military pension is not counted 141,817 military
reduced when the retiree pensioners in civilian
takes another Job. But federal Jobs on June 30,
Social Security, a critical lv7S-about 13 per cent of
part of many private the total of 1,0*6,164 perretirees' income, is cut sons bated by the Pentagon
when a private pensioner as drawing military pentakes a Job earning $3,000 sions. That meant penor more a year.
sioners made up about S
The military pension per cent of the 2.8 million
system
has
vigorous federal employes on that
defenders.
date.
If a military retiree is
MORE THAN half of
the best qualified, be these retirees work in
should have every op- civilian Jobs In their old
portunity to bold a civilian agency—the Defense
Job-Just like everyone Department, the study
else," says Maurice lien of showed.
The Retired
Officers
Pensioners holding
Association.
"Military civilian federal Jobs were
retirement
pay
Is scattered
across the
separately earned."
country, with the most In
THE ANNUAL cost of California, Virginia,
311 military pensions has Florida and Georgia. Most
grown almost 10-fold since retired officers-including
1162 to $6.2 billion while 177 retired generals and
the entire defense budget admirals-are working In
has not quite doubled.
the federal government in
That $8.2 billion is more the Washington, D.C., area.
than the Army pays to Its
Of the total, 2,140 were
active duty soldiers each earning more than $21,000
year, more than the Air a year for their civilian
Force spends annually to Jobs.

NBC plans no new violent TV shows
NEW YORK-There is too much violence on television,
says the president of the NBC television network, and he's
doing something about it
"We're saying. 'Enough of that,' " Robert T. Howard
said in an interview with The Associated Press. "We're
going to try new avenues."
He commented in the face of mounting attacks on
television violence from such quarters as the ParentTeachers Association, the American Medical Association,
the National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting and the
advertising industry.
THE NETWORK chief said NBC would de-emphasize
violence in the season that begins next fan, although it
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would retain shows like "Police Story," "Columbo" and
"Rockford Files."
He added that the network began planning for the
change last fall in the belief that a desire for gratuitous
violence has "run the course" And he said NBCs affiliates have been pressing for less of it.
"I think the American people are tired of that,"
Howard said In his office, where three television sets
silently flash the hour's shows.
HE SAD) NBC bad all but completed its selections, to
be announced in mid-April, of SO pilot programs for the
coming season. Twenty-one are comedies and most of
the rest are variety shows, family.programs and dramas
that shun violence, he said
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Firms want hiring policies secret
Three Urge insurance
companies are asking the
Supreme Court to block an
attempt by the National
Organization for Women
(NOW) to obtain govern-'
ment documents that
outline hiring and Jobclassification practices of
the three Arms.
The requests eventually
could lead to a major test
of what Information may

be released under the
Freedom of Information
Act, passed by Congress to
combst
secrecy
in
government.
The insurance firms,
Prudential, Metropolitan
Life and John Hancock,
won a temporary victory
yesterday when Chief
Justice Warren E. Burger
ruled that the documents
may remain confidential

until he weighs the legal
arguments.
In 1975, the Washington
chapter of NOW, a
women's rights group,
sought release of numerous
documents submitted to the
government by the three
firms dealing with em-

ployment opportunities for
minorities and women.
After the companies
objected to such a release,
federal courts ruled thst
many of the documents
sought by the women's
rights group should be
released
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Western, Falcons trade sites for keyCCHA series
By BUI Estep
Sports Editor
Will the REAL Falcon hockey
squad please stand up.
Is It the club which began the
season with seven straight wins,
including an impressive two-game
sweep of Eastern power, Boston
Universit; ?
Or is it the contingent which has
lost four straight games to Central
Collegiate Hockey Assn. (CCHAI
rival St Louis, dropped (our of five
overtime games and fallen to 15-8
overall and 4-5 in the CCHA to date?
BG coach Ron Mason would like to

know. So would Western Michigan's
Broncos.
The Falcon leers, once again
unranked this week in both the
WMPL (coaches) and NCAA polls,
tangle with Western in a home-away
series this weekend.
AND IF you pitied the Falcon
cagers' rugged road schedule, then
shed a tear or two for the skaters.
Tonight's home opener, set for a 7:30
p.m. start, will only be BG's third
Ice Arena appearance in the last 12
games. The two teams face off in
Western's l-awsofi Arena tomorrow
night at 7:30 p.m.
Last November, the Falcons

opened their CCHA campaign with a
5-2 win over the Broncos in the Ice
Arena.
But things have changed.
These are two teams which began
the season with high-flung ideas.
One was defending CCHA regularseason champions. The other finished
second in the loop playoffs.
Now, they're both battling for
survival in a surprising CCHA race.
CRUCIAL- Important Must-win
situation. If the stakes for this
series sound familiar, they are. Like
at SI. Louis last week. Or with Lake
Superior two weeks ago.

Defense the key
for women cagers
By Sue Caser
Sports Writer

"WE HAVE been practicing and playing a player-toplayer defense all year," BG head coach Nora Liu said
"But it wasn't until the Kent State game that the girls
finally got the idea of how to make it work."
And defense will be the key this weekend as the women
cagers attempt to even their record at 3-3.
BG hosts Cedarvtlle College at 8 p.m. today and faces
Ohio Universiy (OU) at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow. Both games
will be played in Anderson Arena.
Poor shooting and numerous turnovers, which have
plagued the Ladybirds in recent games, will have to be
overcome if the cagers are to be successful.

Wrestlers at EMU
Bowling Green's wrestlers own one victory in five
matches, but unfortunately, that win didn't come in MidAmerican Conference (MAC) play.
The Falcons have a double chance to snap their winless
MAC mark (0-4) tomorrow afternoon at Eastern Michigan
with Ball State also competing in a triangular.
INDIVIDUALS on coach Bruce Bollard's group have
scattered victories, but have yet to string many together
as a team. According to Bollard, nagging injuries and
the flu bug also might hurt his team tomorrow.
But if all recoveries go as expected, Bowling Green will
start its best in quest of that first loop win. Probables
are Jay Ules 14-1) at 118, Jerry Thomas (2-3) at 126, Bill
Frazier (2-2-1) at 134, Tom Mitchell (2-1) at 142, Rick
Kopf (1-3-1) at 15), Mark Mayer (3-2) at 158 and Jim
Stitle (1-3) at 167.
Rounding out the upper weights are 177-pounder Jim
Warmington, 190-pounder Al Nozak and heavyweight Jeff
Polhemus, all with season records of 2-3.

Sports

The Mini-MAC swim meet. It is just what the name
says, this weekend's smaller version of the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) championship meet to be held March
3-5.
The Bowling Green men's swim team will be at Central
Michigan University today and tomorrow competing
against the Chippewas and the Hurons of Eastern
Michigan University.

Friday, Jan- 28, I»77.

League cage race surprising
By Dick Reel
Associate Sports Editor
So far. It's been a
basketball season of surprises in the Mid-American
Conference.
Central Michigan beat
pre-season title favorite
Miami in Oxford.
Toledo, picked to finish
second in the pre-season
polls, lost two league
games on the road.
Bowling Green (picked
eighth) was the first
culprit. Then Northern
Illinois (picked 10th) upset
the Rockets.
And the beat goes on...
Guess who's in first
place In the MAC? Right,
Miami is on top after
squeezing out a 65-61
triumph here Wednesday
night over the Falcons.
BUT SO IS Northern
Illinois, which beat Central
Michigan, 82-80, Wednesday
on Matt Hicks' tip-in at the
buzzer. Both the Huskies
and Miami sport 5-1 league
records.
Western Michigan, which
led earlier in the week, got

bounced by Ohio University
Wednesday evening, 80-74.
Its shaping up to be a
typical MAC dogfight
BG remains in the upper
division-tied for fourth
with Central Michigan with
a 3-2 league record. But
the Falcons face another
tough loop test tomorrow
when they travel to
Kalamazoo, Mich., for a 2
p.m. battle with Western
Michigan.
The Broncos are 11-4
overall and trail Miami
and Northern Illinois in the
league standings with a 5-2
record.
WHAT WILL BE the key
for the Falcons? Well,
rebounding has got to be
one. And the Falcons, who
got beat on the boards by
Miami to a tune of 38-23
Wednesday, will be facing
a Western team that leads
the league In rebound
margin (plus 6.9).
Then there's shooting.
Although BG's 45 per cent
against the
Redskins
bettered its 43 per cent
season average, coach
John Weinert's crew still

had trouble finding the
mark, especially in close.
"The thing that really
hurt us (against Miami)
was that we missed
layups," Weinert said "I
counted seven, I think.
"I still think our shot
discipline is excellent,"
Weinert said. "We were
taking 60 per cent shots.
We're just not shooting like

IT WILL give Falcon coach Tom Stubbs a chance to
look at some people in events that they haven't swum so
far this year.
Jeff Wolf, mainly a sprinter, will be moved up to the
200-yard freestyle, replacing Jeff Liedel and Steve
Carlson, who will be swimming the 500.

a championship team, but
we're not shooting like an
eighth place team, either."
Weinert is hoping his
Falcons shoot like champions in tomorrow's contest,
which will be
broadcast by local radio
stations WKIQ (93.5 FM)
and WFOB (96.7 FM, 1430
AM).

Club hockey
The Bowling Green club
hockey squad, paced by
Mike Hartman's four goals,
whipped the Ft. Wayne
Pepsi Komets 9-2 in a nonleague tilt last Saturday.
Mark Broz added two
goals and Augie Faulkner,
Jeff Mondon and Mike
Sicruo one each as the club
icers upped their season
record to 6-3-1.
Coach Shawn Walsh's
club, which outshot the
Komets 40-21, returns home
Friday night to face
Midwest Collegiate Hockey
Assn. foe Oberlin. The
game will begin immediately following the
varsity's encounter with
Western Michigan.

Newton and Mike Hartmar ■ "
it all boils down to the playolis,
though." Mason said. "And what I
think are the nine best forwards to
take into the playoffs."
And the Falcons would also like to
take a second place finish and home
ice advantage i"to the playoffs.
With St Louis ■ 1-0 in CCHA)
trailing league-leaduiR Ohio State
3-01 by four points, BG stands third
and Western -6 CCHA and 12-11-1
overall) fourtli
SAVES-Mike Liut, sporting a 3.18
goals against average, will start in
the BG nets tonight, with Al Sarachman 14.141 going tomorrow.
JOI

Swimmers face
Mini-MAC meet

Falcons of WMU tomorrow

Another change will see IM swimmer Rob Ellis going
in the 1,650 freestyle. Earlier this week Ellis had a
workout time that bettered the existing pool record in
that event.
But there won't be any major shakeups for the local
tankers, who although are only 1-3 this year, have been
showing improvement lately.-DAVE SMERCINA.

PI KAPPA PHI
Announces Its New Initiates
Mike Thomas
Brian Hendrickson Dav& Vickers
Bill Skeen
Bill Furgeson
Rob Gessner
And New Associate Members
Jim Miller
William Floras
Scott Moser
CraigCunninght
iam Dennis Snook
Matt Albert
Jimtullen
Quinn Clark

2 Cheese Burgers

95'
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Women run at MSU
The women's indoor track team travels to East Lansing, Mich., tomorrow to face Michigan State in a dual
meet
The tracksters, 0-1 this season, hope to rebound after
finishing last in the Ohio State Invitational and being
soundly defeated by Western Ontario last weekend when
the team split its forces.
After tomorrow's meet, the thinclads will take a short
break before traveling to Eastern Michigan Feb. 17th.

THE TRIOS of Jack Laine (7-1219), Paul Titanic (3-15-18) and
leading scorer Mark Wells '15-18-33)
and Tom Olson' 8-3-6), John Alien ' .1
2-5) and Yves Pelland '2 3-5) will
remain intact:
"We're trying to get the most out
01 Markell at center," Mason said.
"With Shutt and Easton killing
penalties, John was sitting too much
and just not getting enough ice time.
"I don't know if Markell can play
thei.. but it looks pretty good," he
said."Last year it was pretty easy
with four lines. But we didn't make
the change because of our record,
but because we lost two centers

■ The B'G aevvs
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When a team has seven returning varsity players, one
should expect a good season, right?
For Bowling Green's women cagers, it's a maybe.
The Ladybirds got off to a slow start this season,
dropping their first three games to Ohio State (94-37),
Defiance College (55-49) and Western Michigan University
(68-461.
But the BG women made an about face last weekend
and handed Kent State University a 67-48 defeat.
What was the problem in the initial games? Defense.

But the Falcons will have a new
look.
Mason has shuffled his forward
lines this week in practice and thinks
he's come up with the right combination. Maybe.
Sophomore winger John Markell
(17-15-32) was switched Tuesday to
center and will be flanked this
weekend by left wing Andy Crowther
(3-M)) and right wing Bruce Newton
ib-.2-181. Newton had been anchoring Crowther and Steve Murphy.
Murphy 115-11-26), meanwhile, has
joined Markell's ex-linemates Bryon
Shutt f -16-24) and center Dave
Easton (7-16-23).

BAGEL BASH

ALL DAY FRIDAY

THE JEWISH STUDENTS GROUP

Dairii
Queen

IS HAVING A SUPPER-SOCIAL ON SUNDAY,
JANUARY 30th AT 4:30 PM IN THE

434 £. Wooster
CARNATION ROOM
JOIN US

A career in lawwilhout law school.
What can you do with only a bachelor's degree''
Now there is a way lo bridge the gap between an
undergraduate education and a challenging, responsible career The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do
work traditionally done by lawyers.
Three months of intensive training can give you
the skills—the courses are taught by lawyers You
choose one ol the soven courses ollered—choose
the city in which you want to work
Since 1970, The Institute lor Paralegal Training
has placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms,
banks, and corporations in over 75 cities
If you are a senior of high academic standing and
are interested in a careei as a Lawyer's Assistant
we'd like to meet you

Our special event
of the year is finally here!
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The Stanley Cowell Trio
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Toledo Sheraton Motor Inn
Sat., January 29, 1977
*J «M3 $Mt**As c^.^lcta <*& <*c&

Operated by Para-Legal Inc

jimmy Beam

at 3 p.m. Sunday January 30. 1977
BGSU Grand Ballroom

TICKET OUTLETS

CO-SPONSORS:

HNO€«S N »G

BOARD Of BLACK CULTURAL ACTTVmES

AND fWtXAY

HACK OUGHTS MEN SMOPff

COLLEGE Of MUSICAL AUTS

•OOG* KCOKDS

ETHNIC STUMS

235 South 1711 SUM). Philadelphia. Pennsylvania. 19103

(21 SI '32-4600

p

also appearing BGSU's own EMANON

It's not aflamur.

We will visit your campus on

The Institute for
Paralegal Training

Bowling Green State University
Third World Cultural Affairs

It's not a tea.

Contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative
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COKE - 8 pack-16 oz. $1.09 plu» deposit
&

DORITOS NACHO CHEESE - Regular 79'
SPECIAL 59«
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South Side Six
737 S. Main
352-8639

KMU UMON

noon ojrici.]7j JUI

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Cold Beer-Wine-Champagne
Open

9

am-12 pm Friday t Sat.
9 am-11 pm Weekdays & Sun.

